


Local Resident

I can't see how this will help the traffic 

flow in this area. It would be much 

better to build a road off Dodwells 

island across the fields coming out at 

Nuneaton crematorium.

A waste of money. Would rather spend these millions on 

the nhs. It cost £5,000.000 to 'improve' the Dodwells island 

junctions and in my opinion it has not improved.

Good Yes No

Should be a bypass instead

Dust, dirt, noise pollution road works for 18 months while 

work is carried out. Home price will go down. Too many 

lanes outside of our home

Excellent Yes No

This flow of traffic does not flow as 

much as it should. Also 2 lanes into 1 

is going to produce a fatal accident 

sooner rather than later.

The traffic lights need sorting out coming fown the A5 to 

turn right, the arrow to turn right only works when 3 or more 

vehicles are there to turn otherwise you are going through 

a red light. It needs policing a lot better to reduce the 

excessive speeds drivers and motorcyclists are doing as 

they do well over the local speed limit.

Average Yes No

Very informative Good Yes Yes

f

A lot of money and disruption for 300 yards of road. Pity 

more of the A5 could not have been dualled
Average Yes Yes

Please extend dual carriageway all the way down the A5 to 

attleborough or at least the A444 Red gate Roundabout. 

Thanks and well done

Excellent Yes Yes

Speed camera required Average Yes No

The hold up is the lights at 

Longshoot. Dualling will not help this. 

The biggest problem is from the 

island to the M69, that needs 

dualling.

Yes No

No clear answers to questions Less than poor No No

Decision to do the works was already 

made

Congestion will just be shifted from one section to the next. 

Lights at Dodwells have created all day congestion/ These 

lights need to be at peak times only

No no

Average Yes Yes

Informative. Looks like an excellent 

scheme
Excellent Yes




